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Director of SACIS
ready to fill shoes

Former QB finds success
as running back
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BOAT RACE

C AMPUS LIFE

New group creates
unique productions
By Tim Deters
Features Editor
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Leah Shryock, a senior management major, leads her team from McKinney hall towards the Campus Pond
Wednesday for the Residents on Campus cardboard boat race. McKinney hall finished first, Weller finished
second, and Thomas finished third.

Soggy students
race on boats;
McKinney wins
By Samantha McDaniel
Daily Editor

Some soggy students emerged from the Campus
Pond on Wednesday with cardboard boats built by
the different residence-hall teams on campus.
The boat race is a part of the Resident Hall Association’s annual Residents on Campus Festival.
Calla Summers, the national communications
coordinator for RHA, said this year they had 10
teams that participated in the new relay-style boat
race.
This year, McKinney Hall took first place with
Weller Hall in second and Thomas Hall in third.
Each team was made up of five members: two
pushers and three rowers. There was a pusher on
each side of the pond to help the rowers into the
pond.
There was one rower during each run of the
pond.
McKinney’s rowers were Leah Shryock, Meghan
Ellis and Sara Ralson.
Shryock, a senior business major, said she was really proud to help McKinney win.
“I think it was our goal this year to be first in
the boat race,” Shryock said. “We spent six hours
building the boat, and a lot of people came out to
help.”
After each leg of the race, the rowers had to pull
the boat on shore, completely out of the water, before the next rower could enter the boat.
After the last rower pulled the boat onto the
shore, they had to run to a member of RHA.
Shryock said she was happy that she could be the
one to cross the finish line.
“I think it was awesome that I can represent our
hall in a really positive way,” Shryock said.
Mark Hudson, the director of Housing and Dining Services, said McKinney did really well.
“The boat was so well made that they could put
all their riders in it and do a victory lap,” Summers said.
Katie Bidstrup, a senior communication studies major, said she came out to support McKinney,
where she is a resident.
“We are a big family, and this was all team
work,” Bidstrup said. “Without Leah and her mastermind, I don’t think it would’ve worked out.”

Students with a desire to create their
own television and film productions
can now find an outlet for their creativity in a new registered student organization.
The Alternative Television and Film
Club was created by Mical BennettGray, club president and senior communications major, and Scott Walus,
adviser and communications professor,
in Fall 2012.
Bennett-Gray said the club came to
life as a result of Walus telling his students they had strong talents and that
he wanted to see their productions on
a more professional level.
Bennett-Gray said the club seeks to
bring together students who have any
level of interest in television or film
production so they can share and develop possible production ideas.
The club has about 25 members.
The next meeting will be at 7 p.m.
on Oct. 3 in Room 1110 of Coleman
Hall. Regular meeting times and dates
are still undetermined.
Bennett-Gray said meetings are used
as a time to coordinate efforts and to
check in with students to be sure their
productions are coming along well.

While students should have fun producing their programs and films, he
said students will also be under pressure to complete their work in a timely manner.
“We try to keep people on schedule,” he said. “It’s like a leash: We put
it tight enough to where you feel the
pressure to get it done, yet it’s still lose
enough where it’s not interfering with
your other school schedules.”
The club is not just for communication majors, Bennett-Gray said. Students of all majors are welcome to join
and will have access to production
equipment.
All students who have a talent or
want to develop their skills in any aspect of television and film production
are encouraged to join as well, he said.
“We need writers, we need actors,
we need everybody,” Bennett-Gray
said. “We need everything people can
do.”
Bennett-Gray said many of the students who have begun productions
have diverse ideas and genres they are
trying to develop for the club.
Genres currently in development include a talk show, a spotlight of local
bands and parody shows.
CREATIVITY, page 5

ELEC TION

LASO to address
minority vote
By Amy Wywialowski
Assistant Daily Editor
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Sara Ralson, a kinesiology and sports studies
major, rows for McKinney Hall during the
Residents on Campus festival cardboard boat
race Wednesday at the Campus Pond. McKinney hall finished first place in the race.

Bidstup said she is happy to see McKinney win.
“This is epic because Weller has won too many
years in a row,” Bidstrup said. “Our goal was to
beat them, and we did it.”
Adam Claiborne, a sophomore biology major,
made a McKinney flag to fly during the race.
“We felt like we needed a flag on the boat, and
we needed something to represent McKinney,”
Claiborne said.
While some teams made it through the race, others ended with a soaked boat and rower.
Brandon Kranz, an undecided sophomore from
the Thomas team, sunk in the water during the
first leg.
“I’m really cold right now,” Kranz said. “I expected our boat to do a lot better, but it’s a learning experience.”
Summers said this year, in addition to adding the
relay style, they have added water-balloon warfare.
Team members could throw water balloons at
other teams’ rowers.
SOGGY, page 5

The Latin American Student Organization will host a discussion on
minority voting issues at 6 p.m. on
Thursday.
The presentation will take place in
the Phipps Auditorium of the Physical
Science Building.
The presentation is part of Latino
Heritage Month, which runs Sept. 15
through Oct. 15.
Dana Barnard, the assistant director of student life and the adviser of
LASO, helped organize the event.
She said the groups decided to
host the event because, with it being
an election year, the LASO executive
board wanted to do something to inform fellow students about the presidential candidates.
“The event will specifically address
issues that directly impact minority
students that the candidates are talking
about,” Barnard said.
Kevin Anderson, an assistant professor of political science, will lead the
discussion.
Anderson said he was approached by
LASO about two weeks before classes
started in August.
“Generally when you work in political science, you realize that a lot of
people are going to want to hear what
you have to say during an election,”

Anderson said. “It is kind of like the
Super Bowl for political scientists.”
For the presentation, Anderson will
focus on the some of the “big” issues of
the election, as well as going into detail
about how they specifically affect how
minority groups may vote.
He will also talk about issues that
may be specific to Latinos such as immigration and the DREAM Act, which
stands for Development, Relief and
Education for Alien Minors.
The act did not pass Congress but
remains a debated topic in politics.
“In one sense, these issues are very
similar to what many groups are concerned about: jobs, education and the
economy,” Anderson said.
Anderson said he would also talk
about the misconception that all minorities vote together the same way.
“We tend to talk about the minority
vote such as the black vote as if all the
people vote the same way, even though
we know on the surface that this is not
true,” Anderson said. “There is disagreement and tension between them
on different issues, but at the end of
the day, you can only pick candidate
A or B, and few people are going to
change their position because of one issue, but it does happen.”
Amy Wywialowski can
be reached at 581-2812
or alwywialowski@eiu.edu.
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EIU weather
TODAY

Sunny
High: 76°
Low: 51°

DOUDNA FINE ARTS CENTER

FRIDAY

Showers
High: 74°
Low: 52°

For more weather visit castle.eiu.edu/weather.

CORREC TION
In “Chic-fil-A franchise debate continues”
that ran in Wednesday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News, Nico Canaday’s name was misspelled.
The News regrets the error.
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The Eastern Jazz Lab Band performs for the first time in the 2011-2012 season Aug. 22 in the Doudna Fine Arts Center's Black Box Theatre. The
first jazz concert of the 2012-2013 season will take place Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Theatre of the Doudna Fine Arts Center.

Jazz groups to join forces for concert

By Jordan Thiede
Staff Reporter

The Eastern community will soon
be able to experience a rare performance when the jazz ensemble, jazz
lab band and jazz combos all play together.
The jazz groups’ concert will take
place at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the
Theatre of the Doudna Fine Arts
Center.
Paul Johnston, associate professor of jazz studies, said the rare occurrence of the different jazz groups
playing together should lead to a
unique show for those in attendance.
He said the audience could look
forward to hearing a variety of music
from the different groups, as it is the
only time they will be performing together this year.

Aaron Eckert, a senior music major, said he thinks the audience will
especially enjoy the show, as they will
be able to experience all of the different jazz groups at once.
“I think it’s kind of a fun jazz
showcase,” Eckert said. “You can get
a little taste of what each jazz group
at Eastern has to offer.”
Eckert, a trombone player in the
jazz ensemble, said all of the students
must devote an immense amount of
time to practice, both during normal
rehearsals and on their own.
He said he thinks it is all worth it,
though, when he is able to put on a
good performance for the audience.
Samuel Fagaly, director of jazz
studies and professor of saxophone,
said there will be several different
types of performances during the
concert, including both ensemble

performances and solos.
The jazz groups will be performing compositions by artists such as
Herbie Hancock, Quincy Jones and
Antonio Carlos Jobim.
The concert will also feature a
tune by Horace Silver titled “Nutville,” which Eckert said he was particularly looking forward to performing.
Fagaly said it is also important for
people to know that all jazz is not
alike.
He said people who are not familiar with jazz often assume that it all
sounds the same, without realizing
the many different styles it can include.
Fagaly said he hopes that the different types of artists and groups
playing at the concert will help the
audience better understand all of

what jazz can encompass.
“I’m always glad to be able to play
for a nice audience,” Johnston said.
“We have a lot of support in the
community.”
Fagaly said he agrees. “This first
concert has traditionally been one of
our better attended performances,”
he said.
Johnston also said he is hoping
that the audience will like what they
hear.
“I hope that they find it entertaining and are able to make a connection with the music,” Johnston said.
“I hope that they find the concert to
be enjoyable.”
Jordan Thiede can
be reached at 581-2812
or jethiede@eiu.edu

CRIME

Police in search of suspects
Staff Report

The University and Charleston
police departments are looking for
two suspects—one of whom is wanted in connection with a robbery that
took place on Sept. 7 at University
Court.
The second incident took place on
Monday at 12th Street and was an
attempted robbery.
Both suspects were identified as
being 6-feet-tall slim African-American males.
Although, the police depart-

ments are treating the incidents as
separate cases, Det. Kent Martin of
the University Police Department
said they are looking for connections
in the cases.
The composite sketch was complied by a forensic artist from the Illinois State Police, who spoke with the
victim from the robbery at University Court.

If someone recognizes the person in this sketch, contact Det. Kent
Martin at the University Police Department at 217-581-3212 or call
Crime Stoppers at 1-866-345-8488.
Both incidents are currently under
investigation.
Any information regarding Monday’s incident should be directed to
the Charleston Police Department.

C ampus

News Editor
Rachel Rodgers
217 • 581 • 2812
DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
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SEXUAL ASSAULT

Director of SACIS ready to fill shoes

By Elizabeth Edwards
Editor-in-Chief

The director of the Sexual Assault
Counseling & Information Service is
ready to serve the community and fill
the shoes of her predecessor, who had
been the director for almost 33 years.
Erin Walters had worked in every
position but one at SACIS until she
took over as director last spring.
Her predecessor, Bonnie Buckley,
fought for survivors of sexual assault,
and last year, she helped Walters transition into the position.
“I had huge shoes to fill, and I am
trying to learn how to fill them,” Walters said.
The SACIS office, nestled in the
basement of Lawson Hall, provides
services to survivors of sexual assault,
sexual abuse and sexual harassment.
Many students believe SACIS
serves only students because it is on
campus, but Walters said they mainly serve children between the ages of
3-17.
Some of the cases Walters and her
staff see are from women who have
been sexually abused in the past and
wish to confide with someone.
These discussions are usually
prompted by an event or experience
that triggered the memory, Walters
said.
Walters spends her days hearing
victim’s stories and writing grants to
raise money for the office.
She said her most frustrating part
of the job is dealing with survivors
who are victimized, especially when
the victim has experienced victim-

blaming and societal messages.
The blame needs to be placed on
the offender, and the victim is no way
responsible for what happened, Walters said.
Another frustrating aspect of her
job is when the offender gets off
and is not prosecuted or gets a lesser
charge.
Her plans for the semester include
creating an ally program for student
staff, which has been spearheaded by
student, Jennifer Hindes.
The ally program is based on the
lack of language the community has
to understand and communicate
when it comes to sexual assault, said
Hindes, a senior English major.
“I wanted to give as many people
in this community the tools, words
and experiences to make another survivor’s first moments better,” Hindes
said.
The ally program can change depending on the demographics, but recently Hindes geared the program toward the student staff on campus.
The first step in the program is to
tell the survivor that someone believes
in them, and the second step is to tell
the victim that it is not their fault.
Walter said she loves working with
a passionate staff, and she understands
it takes a certain person to work with
survivors of trauma.
She said she loves what she does
and considers herself an advocate for
those who do not have a voice.
“Assault is unpredictable,” Walters
said. “All it takes is one offender.”
The final step is helping the survivor in the moment, which is teaching
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Erin Walters, the director of SACIS, stands in her office in the basement of Lawson Hall. Walters has been working
for SACIS for five years.

attendees how to avoid victim-blaming language and victim-blaming actions, she said.
“Sexual assault can be a difficult
topic, but it should be noted it is never, never, never the victim’s fault,”
Hindes said.
Elizabeth Edwards can
be reached at 581-2812
or eaedwards@eiu.edu.

A cancer awareness ribbon hangs
on the wall.

The sun, which is the symbol of
SACIS, hangs on the wall.

O pinions
STAFF EDITORIAL

Eastern can
learn from
current low
enrollment
In last week’s article about enrollment,
Provost Blair Lord talked about plans to
increase enrollment in the fall of 2013.
He openly talked about Eastern’s enrollment downfall when other schools in the area
were working to increase their enrollment.
Several years ago, when Eastern was happy with its enrollment and at capacity, not as
much was being done to recruit new students.
Unfortunately, this has led to the
enrollment slump we’re in now.
Lord and we at The Daily Eastern News
realize that Eastern needs to learn from
this as a school, and plan for the future,
even in times when we may be comfortable with our enrollment. Consistently planning for the future and not putting our feet up when all is going well is
important to the university as a whole.
Enrollment is the biggest element of our
school, and is a factor that simply cannot be
ignored.
We look forward to seeing how NoelLevitz, along with the council formed
through Eastern, will implement this new
plan next fall.
We’re glad Eastern has formed a committee to work with Noel-Levitz and has
taken the initiative to do their part.
In the article, Lord mentioned that
once the process starts moving along, all
progress will be documented on a branch
of Eastern’s website.
Keeping this information open and
available to the public is a great idea. It
will enable the Eastern community to stay
up-to-date with the progress and plans of
Noel-Levitz and the council.
Despite circulating rumors around campus, Eastern hasn’t lowered its standards
for admission. We are pleased to hear this.
Coming up with a new plan for recruiting instead of admitting students with lower
GPAs and ACT scores than usual is favorable.
Lord said students admitted to Eastern have
had a consistent ACT score over the years, and the
school has no plans to lower the requirements.
There are many other innovative ways
Eastern can recruit successfully and bring
in new students that will be exceptional
additions to the school.
By setting high goals like increasing
student enrollment by 10 percent and an
even higher goal of 15 percent for transfers, President Perry and the Strategic
Enrollment Planning Steering Committee
have a lot of work to do.
We look forward to seeing the results of
the ideas that are currently in draft form
get put into action.
Though we know Eastern needs to
play catch up, we are optimistic about the
future results of the five-year plan is carried out. We have faith in Eastern’s council and Noel-Levitz to bring in some of the
best students Eastern has seen yet.

The DAILY
EASTERN NEWS

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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COLUMN

Colleges need to be prepared for any threat
Two robberies have been reported at Eastern
in the last two weeks. That’s as many robberies
I can remember in such a span of time in the
four years I’ve been here.
The robberies cause a bit of worry, but aren’t
as troublesome as the nation-wide bomb threats
reported in the past week – all of which were unfounded, most occurring on college campuses.
On Tuesday, a dormitory at Arkansas State
University was evacuated after receiving a bomb
threat in the afternoon, the Associated Press reported. Police found nothing, but arrested a
44-year-old man accused of making the threat.
There were two threats Monday. First, at JFK
Airport in New York, from an anonymous caller who claimed there were explosives onboard
several flights bound for the airport, the AP reported. What exactly was said is unclear, other
than the fact that it was a hoax. The AP reported one thing, while The New York Post and other media outlets reported armed hijackers were
onboard hiding somewhere.
Louisiana State University received a bomb
threat Monday morning, forcing students, staff
and faculty to evacuate, but police found nothing, The New York Times reported.
Three more campuses evacuated Friday, including the University of Texas in Austin,
North Dakota State University and Hiram College, near Cleveland, Ohio.
In Texas’ situation, a person with a Middle Eastern accent called the visitors’ line at the university
and said he was with Al Qaeda and bombs would
go off 90 minutes from them, The Times reported.
Bomb threats were also called in nearby North
Dakota State, police told The Times – the Far-

Alex McNamee
go, N.D. international airport last Tuesday, an
airport near Grand Forks, N.D. last Wednesday
and a hotel in downtown Fargo on Saturday.
Finally, a student at the University of Texas in Brownsville, who was converting to Islam,
was arrested Sunday after he called a national
veterans’ crisis hot line and threatened to detonate a bomb on campus after being offended by
a fellow student who made a derogatory comment about Islam, The Times reported.
While each case demands its own, separate,
attention, the threat in Austin may be the most
talked about because of the complaints the administration received afterward, based on its
emergency notification system.
Students received an emergency text message at
9:48 a.m., nearly an hour after the call and what
would’ve been 30 minutes until the bomb(s) was
said to be exploding, The Times reported.
The director of communications for university operations, Rhonda Weldon, took the call
that morning and explained why the university
waited so long to notify students.
“I think there has to be a lot of thought and
careful evaluation before you make a decision
to empty 165 buildings and put 75,000 people

outside,” Weldon told The Times.
While the criticism was of the university’s
decisions using its emergency notification systems, Eastern had a mishap last fall after initially notifying students of a man, possibly with a
gun, driving around, possibly near campus.
Eastern didn’t hesitate to notify people, but
when it came to alerting students that the person had been apprehended, The Daily Eastern
News found that the notification system failed
to text or email students.
It was a problem the university had to address
and it seems it has – this year, most students I’ve
talked to received a text message or email, or both.
It’s easy to sit back and criticize the University
of Texas for waiting to notify its students, especially after nothing happened, but the whole situation
should be a lesson to all universities, including the
ones that had these experiences in the past week.
All universities should take notice of what
happened and plan accordingly. The number
of threats made in the last week is dumbfounding and universities need to prepare for how it
would proceed if it happened on its campus.
There are a lot of questions that come up
when you look at what happened: Why is it
happening in the days and weeks after the 11th
anniversary of the 9/11 attacks? Are the threats
connected? The answer is, we don’t know.
But the message is clear.
Universities need to be prepared, whether it’s
receiving bomb threats or reporting robberies.
Alex McNamee is a senior journalism major.
He can be reached at 581-2812 or
denopinions@gmail.com.
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LET TERS TO THE EDITOR

Leave Chick-fil-A alone
On Aug. 1, I enjoyed a meal at the award-winning restaurant on
Eastern’s campus Chick-fil-A. Most of the people I saw there were
from the community. I don’t understand what the big complaint
against C.F.A. is—if you don’t like the company or its moral stance
then don’t eat there.
I’m not sure how the campus was “ruptured by this event?”
I, too, have to plead guilty when it comes to the question of traditional marriage. If someone feels differently that’s fine, just don’t try
to close down a place of business that you don’t agree with.
Aug. 1 was a record day of sales for the company of $30 million so
apparently many people enjoy their food.
Trying to destroy someone or a business that one disagrees with is
a form of intimidation that won’t work-—it’s childish!
Bottom line is it still takes one rooster and one hen to make one
chick.
Proverbs 14:12 and 34 say, “There is a way that seems right to a
man, but the end it leads to death… Righteousness exalts a nation,
but sin is a disgrace to any people.”
Tom Royal, Charleston

More tolerance needed
Why can people of other beliefs be free to express their heart-felt convictions but
Christians are not tolerated to do so? I thought we had a free speech society in and
around Eastern. Chick-fil-A doesn’t demand anyone to agree with them. They
should be free to express their convictions just as much as those who advocate contrary beliefs. Where is the equality of free speech that has made America great?
How can folks cry out for a spirit of tolerance when they are totally intolerant of
traditional Christian beliefs that this free nation has honored from its founding. To
cut out Chick-fil-A from the campus of Eastern is the height of intolerance, bigotry and prejudice.
Tolerant people have learned to agree to disagree and respect those who differ
from them. Shame on those who seek to shut down Chick-fil-A simply because
they disagree with their personal beliefs. How can you call for an “inclusive climate”
when you fight to exclude those who sincerely and respectfully disagree with you?
This is not Nazi Germany and you ought not to try to shut down a business because they hold to a strong traditional belief in God, the Bible, and the life and
teachings of Jesus Christ the Jewish prophet and Savior of the world. Chick-fil-A
has simply expressed their cherished personal beliefs. The dozens of folks who demonstrated their support of Chick-fil-A were not celebrating “discriminatory practices” as accused, but celebrated the long-held freedom of speech given by the United
States Constitution.
Bob Clapp, Oakland

Letters to the editor can be submitted at any time on any topic to the Opinions
Editor to be published in The Daily Eastern News.
The DEN’s policy is to run all letters that are not libelous or potentially harmful.
They must be less than 250 words.

Letters to the editor can be brought in with identification to The DEN at 1811
Buzzard Hall.
Letters may also be submitted electronically from the author’s EIU e-mail address
to DENopinions@gmail.com.
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TARBLE

Faculty to display
work in art exhibit
By Amy Wywialowski
Assistant Daily Editor

The Tarble Arts Center’s latest exhibit focuses on artists familiar to the Eastern community, the faculty of the art department.
The exhibit, which opens Thursday, is
composed of works by current faculty and
emeritus faculty.
Michael Watts, director of the Tarble
Arts Center, said the exhibit showcases
the breadth and depth of creative activity
of the studio, graphic design and art education faculty in the department and is
something the Tarble does every year.
According to a press release by the Tarble, the works displayed vary in style and
include both representational and abstract
works.
There will also be a variety of two-dimensional media including paintings in
oil, watercolor, and acrylic; drawings in
marker and chalk; monoprints, photo
etchings, intaglio printmaking, sculpture,
crafts, graphic design and a video poem.
Some of the large steel sculptures located outside of the Tarble are also included
in the exhibition.
Patricia Belleville, an art education professor who is featured in the show, has
taught at Eastern for the past 16 years and
participated in the show for many of those
years. Belleville will be displaying four
printmaking pieces.
“Because I teach art education, some
years my creative work is more writingbased rather than studio-based,” she said.
Belleville said although she has traditionally worked in painting and drawing,
she recently became interested in print-
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Jammin’ Away

making about two years ago when she saw
the different techniques the printmaking
professor at Eastern was using.
“I saw the techniques she was using and
became so fascinated,” she said. “I decided I would learn when I went on sabbatical and have been making prints for about
two years now.”
Belleville said she enjoys printmaking
because of how much a process it is to
produce one piece.
“It is very process-oriented,” she said.
“It takes a lot of technical processes and
craftsmanship as well as chemical, depending on what you are doing for ink.”
Of the four pieces Belleville will display, two of them are monotypes and the
other two are suite prints.
Monotypes are when the artist paints
directly on the inking plate and manipulates the medium there.
This process only produces one print at
a time.
The other two prints are suite prints
and were produced when one of Belleville’s colleagues asked her to participate
with one of the print making classes. The
theme for the set was “Animals who eat
people.”
“I really enjoyed the creative brainstorming process,” Belleville said. “I think
I have an interesting solution on the
theme posed.”
The exhibit opens with a reception
from 4:30- 6:30 p.m. on Thursday in the
Tarble.
Amy Wywialowski can
be reached at 581-2812
or alwywialowski@eiu.edu.

PIEDR A ROJA

Fritz’s “Piedra Roja”
leaves crowd in awe
By Erik Jensen
Staff Reporter

The Red Rock Music Festival occurred in
Chile in October 1971, and it was not just
any music festival.
It was the start of a Chilean cultural revolution in which the youth lived free and became what some would describe as hippies.
Gary Fritz, a professor of biology, documented the historic concert that took place
in Santiago, Chile in 1970 with original
footage and interviews from the festival’s
participants.
The final product was his award-winning
documentary, “Piedra Roja.”
“Piedra Roja,” which won top honors
at the IN-EDIT International Film Competition in Chile over a Martin Scorsese
film about George Harrison, was screened
Wednesday in front of a full audience in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center Lecture Hall.
One of the most important aspects of the
documentary was the political animosity it
brought out in Chile. The political left and
right hated each other and both used the
music festival and its hippies to attack the
other party.
Patrick Barr-Melej, the chairman of the
Ohio University history department and
a collaborator with Fritz for “Piedra Roja,”
said the political climate was like nothing we
have ever seen.
“It was unlike anything young people in

the United States have ever experienced in
their lives,” Barr-Melej said. “This was a time
of tremendous conflict, of deep animosities.”
“The political parties simply would not share
power or agree on a fundamental aspect of
what their society should look like,” he said.
“It is very difficult to overstate the fragile nature of Chile in the 1970s and how society
was polarized between right and left.”
He added that the Red Rock Music Festival was never properly historically documented in Chile.
After a political coup resulted in new
leadership for Chile, most of the footage and
articles on the event were destroyed. Some
Chileans did not even believe it ever happened, he said.
“It was a mythologized event; people sort
of knew fragments but didn’t really know
any details,” Fritz said. “Some people didn’t
think it even occurred. It sort of cleared up
the whole thing for Chileans as to what happened.”
Christian Kabbes, a junior marketing major, said he thought that the film was enlightening and entertaining.
“I really enjoyed it,” Kabbes said. “I had
no idea that anything like that could happen
anywhere but the U.S.”

SOGGY, from page 1

“We decided to use water
balloons as a fun way to get
spectators involved,” Summers said. “A lot of the time
they just stand and watch,
which isn’t that fun.”
She added that it is was
a way they could help their

team win.
“You can kind of sabotage
other halls if they are winning or if you just don’t particularly like a certain hall,”
Summers said.
The rules for the race were
that the rowers had to be in

Erik Jensen can
be reached at 581-2812
or eajensen@eiu.edu.

their boat at all times. If they
fell out, they had to get back
in to continue and make
three passages over the pond.
Summers said the race is a
comic, fun way to show support for a certain hall.
“This is one of the most

Z ACHARY WHITE | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Preston Leatherman, a singer and songwriter from Tennessee and Master of Ceremonies for the event, pulls an audience member
onto stage between acts at Wednesdays Singer Songwriter competition for a random interview. Leatherman asked her name and
home town, then immediately announced that the interview was over and the next performer was up.

CREATIVITY, from page 1
“We’re trying to get funny,
weird crap out,” Bennett-Gray
said. “We’re not like normal TV.
We’re out there; we’re weird. ”
Bennett-Gray is working to
produce music videos for local
bands and hopes to create music videos for mainstream bands
as well.
Taylor Davis, senior communications major, is a member of
the club and is producing a parody of ghost hunting shows.
“I describe it as ‘Reno 911’
meets ‘Ghost Hunters,’” he said.
“All the ghost hunting shows
that are on are way too ripe to
not be made fun of.”
Davis is a member of the
Hello Dali Improve Troupe of
Eastern and said he has written,
directed and edited other productions before.
“The whole thing really fascinates me,” he said. “I was really excited when I found out
there is an opportunity to do
that here.”
Eventually, the club is hoping
popular events because it is
so unique,” Summers said.
“It’s a really spirited event.”
Hudson agreed.
He said all the halls had
cool designs for their boats
and, even though they did
not win, they had a good

to work with WEIU to place
students’ productions on the
late-night programming. However, Bennett-Gray said nothing
concrete has been agreed upon
because students’ productions
are still unfinished.
Even if students’ productions
are not broadcast on WEIU,
Bennett-Gray said students will
have fun while also developing
their skills and impress future
employers.
“You’re having fun, but you
are also securing your future, ”
he said.
Davis said he looks forward
to developing his ghost-hunting
parody and seeing how the club
evolves.
“The beauty of the club is
that it’s so new; it’s really got
room to grow in almost every
direction, ” he said.
Tim Deters can
be reached at 581-2812
or at tadeters@eiu.edu

time.
“This isn’t a really serious
competition; it is just fun,”
Hudson said.
Samantha McDaniel can
be reached at 581-2812 or
slmcdaniel@eiu.edu.

C lassifieds
Announcements
WEA INK TATTOO'S 217-348-8287
(TATS) "If you can think it- Wea can ink
it!"
__________________________9/27

Help wanted
THE SCHOOL HOUSE GENTLEMAN'S
CLUB WOULD LIKE TO HIRE, FUN, ENERGETIC, RELIABLE ENTERTAINERS.
CALL (217)273-2937
__________________________9/26
Bartending! $250/day potential. No
experience necessary. Training available. 800-965-6520 ext 239.
_________________________12/10
Avon wants you! Easy earnings. $10
startup. Call today. Marlene Browning. 217-235-6634
_________________________12/10

Sublessors
Looking for female sub-lessor at the
Millenium building. $225 per month.
Many amenities, close to campus. Call
(618) 348-1606
__________________________10/1

For rent
4 bedroom close to campus. Central
air, W/D, stove, refrig., 345-7244.
__________________________9/20
EIUStudentRentals.com 217-345-9595
__________________________9/20
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS. NICE! GREAT LOCATION.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. REASONABLE INCLUDES WATER, TRASH. 217-549-5624
__________________________9/20

For rent
FALL '12-'13: 1,2, & 3 BR APTS. BUCHANAN STREET APTS. CHECK US OUT
AT BUCHANANST.COM OR CALL
345-1266.
__________________________9/20
3 BR apt available for 2 BR prices 2 BR
apt available for 1 BR prices. Call Buchanan St. Apts 345-1266. Look up on
www.BuchananSt.com
__________________________9/20
New 2 Bedroom dishwasher, refridg,
stove, washer/dryer, deck. Pet friendly.
276-4509
__________________________9/24
14000 square foot high cube warehouse for lease. 10 ton rolling crane. 3
truck docks. Offices. Mattoon, Illinois.
Call 618-407-1083.
__________________________9/24
Secluded private 2500 sq ft newer
country home. Full finished basement
5 BR 3 BA on 4 acres with pond. 1620
sq foot shed Cumberland Ct. 20 min.
from Mattoon, Char, Effingham
618-407-1083
__________________________9/24
*PREMIER HOUSING* View your future
home at WWW.EIPROPS.COM.
__________________________9/28
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor, over
20 years experience. 345-4489.
www.woodrentals.com
__________________________9/28
3 and 4 Bedroom units available - very
nice, very clean! 1027 7th street - All
appliances included! Fair price, close
to campus! (217)962-0790
__________________________9/28
ONE OR TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE FOR SPRING 2013 SEMESTER. CALL OR TEXT (217)273-2048.
__________________________9/28
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Work at the DEN!
Stop by the newsroom, 1811 Buzzard Hall,
or call 581-2812 to get involved.
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For rent

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE: 3 BED 1205
GRANT/ 2013-2014 1,2,3,4 BED 1812
9TH AND 3 BED 1205/1207 GRANT
sammyrentals.com 348-0673/
549-4011
__________________________ 9/28
1,2,&3 bedroom units still available.
Furnished and unfurnished. Clean,
close to EIU. No pets. 345-7286. Williams Rentals.
__________________________10/4
FREE iPAD: 10 month lease 2/3 bdr
townhouses, trash paid, close to campus. No pets. 217-345-3754
__________________________10/4

For rent

FOR RENT: 1 & 2 bdr apts. water and
trash paid. NO PETS. 217-345-3754.
__________________________10/4
VERY NICE 4 BEDROOM HOUSE ON
12TH STREET CAMPUS SIDE. AWESOME
LOCATION. LARGER BEDROOMS, A/C,
WASHER/DRYER, DISHWASHER, LAWN
SERVICE INCLUDED. (217) 549-9348.
__________________________10/8
QUIET 2 BR APTS 1305 18TH STR
STOVE, REFRIGERATOR, MICROWAVE,
TRASH PD 217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
_________________________10/16

2 BR APTS AT 2001 S 12TH STR STOVE,
REFRIGERATOR, MICROWAVE, TRASH
PD 217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
_________________________10/16
CLOSE!!! Across from Buzzard. Apts for
1 or 2. QUIET lifestyle. No pets. Available now or 2nd semester.
www.woodrentals.com. Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, 345-4489.
_________________________10/31
Fall 2013, very nice 1,2,3,4,6,7,8 bedroom houses, town houses, and apts.
available. All excellent locations!
217-493-7559 or myeiuhome.com.
_________________________10/31

No. 0816
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For rent

LARGE 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. ALL INCLUSIVE
$390 PER STUDENT. CALL OR TEXT
(217)273-2048.
__________________________9/28
LARGE ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
STILL AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2012. ALL
INCLUSIVE $600 FOR SINGLE. CALL OR
TEXT (217)273-2048.
__________________________9/28
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS. NICE! GREAT LOCATION.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. REASONABLE INCLUDES WATER, TRASH. 217-549-5624
__________________________9/28
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Swiss ___
Derive (from)
Multimillionselling band from
Australia
Sacré-___
(Paris landmark)
Syringe
Actress ___ Flynn
Boyle
Aetna competitor
Blood-sharing?
Bloodhound’s
lead
Prison guard
system?
Level of
achievement
These days
Healthful cooking
option
“Let’s see that
again in ___”
D.O.J. heads
Hipster Capitol
Hill worker after
collapsing?
Sighs over, say
“… might ___
quietus make”:
Hamlet
Taylor on “The
Andy Griffith
Show”
Bill at the “Star
Wars” cantina?
E-mail suffix once
required to join
Facebook

46
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51
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55
56
57
60
61
62
63

64
65

Make grand
statements
Klemperer of
“Hogan’s Heroes”
Company that
introduced coinslide washers in
laundromats
Gives a thumbsdown
Restyle a bit of
a D.C. hockey
player’s hair?
Not just a talker
Taylor of “Say
Anything …”
Click or clack
Heraldic band
“That’s cool, man”
Unbeatable
Singer with the
1986 #1 album
“Promise”
It’s not meant to
be used on nails
Quick to flip
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New Deal work
program, for
short
___ polloi
Cyclades setting
Totals
Speaker of the
line “Listen to
them — the
children of the
night”
Outline
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PUZZLE BY ETHAN COOPER
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21
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P L E
B O N
S Y A

3

14

22

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

2

24
27
28
31

More awesome
than awesome
Late-night talk
show feature
Much work ahead
Core members
Mouth watering?
Nickelodeon title
girl
Asia’s ___ Sea
Kind of
recognition
Chicken pox
result, often
Go back before
proceeding
Skyline feature
In the cellar
All ___

32

33
34
36
40
41
42
43
47
48
49
50

Like a policy
allowing
unfettered air
traffic
Ream
Prefix with -pathy
Unpunished
Quod ___
faciendum
Twist-tie
alternative
Not reporting,
maybe
“You can be sure”
Alter, as a
program
Windows
forerunner
Now, in Nicaragua
Investor’s info

51

Two-finger salute

53

Gofer

54

“Swan Lake”
move

58

Didn’t sell

59

England’s Isle of
___

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday crosswords from the last 50
years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit nytimes.com/mobilexword for
more information.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past puzzles, nytimes.com/
crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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Panthers boast No. 1
offense in conference
Panthers have no
shortage of firepower
Eastern’s football team has opened the
Dino Babers era with a 1-2 start. The
Panthers have been involved in nearly every type of game this season as they have
been on the winning side of a blowout,
the losing side of a one-sided game, and
have lost a heartbreaker to their biggest rival, Illinois State.
The Panthers have played just one FBSmember team, but played an Illinois State
team that had 19 FBS-transfers, including
players that began their collegiate careers
at Illinois, Oklahoma and Texas. The Panthers battled with the then No. 15 ranked
team in the nation and was one big play
away from leaving Bloomington with a
win against a nationally ranked FCS opponent.
Although they have came up short in
two of three games this season, the Panthers have been battle-tested to this point
in the season and are poised to make some
noise in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Eastern opens OVC play on Saturday
against Murray State. The Racers, like the
Panthers, boast an up-tempo offense that
is capable of putting 40-plus points on
the scoreboard on a game-to-game basis.
Fortunately, the Panthers are equally
explosive - if not more so - as they boast
the most prolific offense in the conference.
Junior quarterback Jimmy Garoppolo leads the OVC in nearly every quarterback statistic as he ranks first in total offense (944), touchdown passes (8), passing yards (981) and passing yards per
game (327).
The Panthers also boast a prolific playmaker at the wide receiver position as redshirt junior Erik Lora has emerged as one
of the best receivers in the OVC. Lora
ranks first in yards (378), yards per game
(126) and touchdowns (4).
He is also one of the most targeted receivers in the conference as his 27 recep-

Jordan Pottorff
tions rank second.
Eastern is also seeing more production from the running back position as
red-shirt senior Jake Walker and red-shirt
sophomore Taylor Duncan provide the
Panthers with a “thunder and lightning”
combination.
Duncan (thunder) ranks ninth in the
OVC among all running backs in yards
(176) and yards per game (58.7). He is
also one of the most productive running
backs around the goal line as his four
touchdown runs rank second in the conference.
For Walker, (lightning) his 164 yards
rank tenth in the OVC and his 54.7 yards
per game average also ranks tenth. Walker
has also seen success around the goal line
as his two rushing touchdowns rank fifth
in the conference.
As a team, the Panthers boast the No.
1 ranked offense in the OVC as they rank
first in a number of offensive categories.
The Panthers rank first in scoring offense,
averaging 40.3 points per game.
They also rank first in total offensive
plays (267), total offensive yards (1375),
yards per game (458.3) and touchdowns
(16).
Clearly, the Panthers have the offensive firepower needed to win a conference
championship. Now, all they need to do is
make sure they back it up.
The Panthers will get their first shot
at knocking off an OVC opponent when
they host Murray State at 6:30 p.m. Saturday on O’Brien Field
Jordan Pottorff can
be reached at 581-2812
or jbpottorff@eiu.edu

HOCKEY, from page 8
AMY MENGHINI | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Colin Rook, a sophomore defense player, bounced the ball off his head to keep it away from Loyola
during Tuesday's game at Lakeside Park.

Panthers score well
in multi-goal game
Martin becomes
second player
to post more
than one goal
By Alex McNamee
Staff Reporter

Eastern sophomore forward
Tayron Martin picked up the
second multi-goal game by
an individual for the Eastern
men’s soccer team on Tuesday.
Eastern red-shirt sophomore
midfielder Chris Boswell is the
only other player to record a
multi-goal game this season.
He d i d i t i n a 4 - 3 l o s s
against Canisius in the third
game of the season.
Martin went the first seven
games of the season without
a goal, but matched the team
season-high for goals after his
two-goal game Tuesday.

Boswell, Martin and senior
midfielder Jordan Collins each
have two goals this season.
Sophomore for ward Will
Butler and red-shirt freshman
forward Garet Christianson
are both looking for their first
goals this season.
Christianson leads the team
with 16 shots, while Butler is
the only other player with 10
or more shots without a goal.
Sophomore for ward Jake
Brillhart is second on the team
in shots and has one goal.
In the win on Tuesday, the
Panthers scored two goals.
This was only the second
time all season the Panthers
had scored as many goals in
one game.
The Panthers are averaging
1.12 goals per game this season.
Goalkeepers
S e n i o r g o a l k e e p e r Ev a n

Turner and freshman goalkeeper Garrett Creasor have each
been in net for four games this
season.
Turner is still winless in
goal, 0-4 – most recently in a
2-1 overtime loss against Central Arkansas on Friday.
Creasor was in net for the
Panthers win Tuesday against
Loyola and has been the goalkeeper for both of Eastern’s
wins.
Turner has given up four
more goals than Creasor, but
has made four more saves.
His save percentage is 66.7
percent, while Creasor is saving
72.7 percent of his shots.
Both of Eastern’s wins have
been shutouts by a 2-0 score.
Alex McNamee can
be reached at 581-2812
or admcnamee@eiu.edu.

“After playing them a few times in the
past, one main thing I know about SLU is
they have some of the best coaching in our
league and always have a very solid and
disciplined team,” he said.
Sorrentino had seven goals and six assists in the club’s first two games. He leads
the team in points with 13.
Sorrentino said the key to victory will
be to continuously fire shots at the opposing goalie.
“We really need to keep shooting,” he
said. “This past weekend, I believe we had
81 shots the first game and 63 shots the
second game. For any goalie, that takes a
lot of work to stop all of those shots.”
Despite the two big wins over the weekend, Sorrentino still saw room for improvement.
“Defensively, we need to make sure that

we are holding our blue line and not stepping up as much against a skilled team
like SLU,” he said. “Offensively we need
to have a stronger breakout and regroup.”
Sorrentino said he liked what he saw in
the last two games from two younger players, sophomore Ryan Howard and freshman Steve Kavanaugh.
“They both showed us what they have
to offer on the ice, and I look forward to
seeing them bring that same intensity this
weekend.”
Goalie Andrew Teske faced 41 shots in
the club’s first two games, giving up just
four goals. Teske will be back in goal again
this weekend.
Dominic Renzetti can
be reached at 581-2812
or dcrenzetti@eiu.edu.

VOLLEYBALL, from page 8
Around the OVC
Aside from Southeast
Mi s s o u r i , So u t h e r n Illinois-Edwardsville (46) and Austin Peay (6-9)
are the only teams ahead
of Eastern in the West div i s i o n . So u t h e a s t Mi s souri comes in with three
straight set victories in
their last five matches, the
other two matches both

came as five-set losses.
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville, who has not
been in much action lately,
has lost three of there last
four, most recently coming at the hands of Northern Illinois.
Austin Peay has been
off since Sept. 11 with a
straight set win over Middle Tennessee.
T h e G ov e r n o r s n e x t

m a t c h c o m e s Se p t . 2 1
against Jacksonville State.
Last year’s Ohio Valley
Conference champions,
Morehead State (8-6) is on
a six game win streak and
has won eight of their last
nine after starting the season 0-5.
Anthony Catezone can
be reached at 581-2812
or ajcatezone@eiu.edu

@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: #EIU volleyball will host #SEMO in it’s home and #OVC opener @ 7 p.m. on Friday in Lantz Arena

S ports

Sports Editor
Jordan Pottorff
217 • 581 • 2812
DENSportsdesk@gmail.com
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Taylor Duncan, a red-shirt sophomore, runs the ball towards the endzone for an 11-yard touchdown. Duncan had 96 yards and 3 touchdowns in the 54-51 loss Saturday against Illinois State.

Former QB finds success as running back
By Jordan Pottorff
Sports Editor

Red-shirt sophomore Taylor Duncan
is making a rare transition on the football field.
The former quarterback has made
the move to running back, and is coming off of his best performance of his
collegiate career.
The Marshall native was converted
to running back following the hiring of
first-year head coach Dino Babers.
Duncan was viewed as an athlete
who could contribute at multiple positions, but ultimately decided that running back fit his skill set most.
“Last spring, when they switched me
to running back, coach Babers brought

me into his office and said you are a
good athlete, and we don’t want you sitting on the bench,” Duncan said. “He
asked me where I thought I could contribute, and I said I enjoy running the
ball, and it’s worked out for me so far.”
Along with the position change,
Duncan has had to learn the proper
footwork and field vision needed for
running backs to be productive on a
game-to-game basis.
“It hasn’t been as hard (of a transition) because being a quarterback you
know all the positions on the field for
the most part. So, scheme-wise it wasn’t
that hard,” he said.
“Physically, I have most the tools already, but it’s the technical stuff I need
to work on right now. Getting your

steps down and getting a feel for hitting
the hole is going to come with experience, but I’m enjoying it right now,” he
said.
Against Illinois State, in the 101st
meeting of the Mid-America Classic,
Duncan posted career-highs on the
ground, rushing for 96 yards and three
touchdowns.
His third touchdown of the game
came at a crucial time as he recorded a
touchdown in the first overtime period
to extend the game to double overtime.
Although Duncan provided the Panthers with a threat out of the backfield,
they were not able to edge the then No.
15 ranked Redbirds, losing 54-51 in
double overtime.
“Well, going into the game against

VOLLEYBALL

ISU emotions were running high,” he
said. “We wanted to bring that trophy
back to Charleston. We fought hard,
but in double overtime, when that
clock hit zero, it was devastating.”
Although the Panthers lost a game
they felt like they should have won, the
focus has shifted to Ohio Valley Conference play as they are now preparing for the OVC opener against Murray State.
“To open up with a win in our first
conference game would be huge for
team moral,” he said. “These are the
games that will really decide if we get
that playoff birth or that OVC championship.”
With the emergence of Duncan as a
successful running back, the Panthers

have formed a combination of speed
and power in the running game as redshirt senior Jake Walker and Duncan
will combine for the majority of the
carries this season.
“I think he is a little bit faster, but
he is a very physical runner,” Duncan
said. “I’m a litter bit bigger than he is,
so maybe it’s a little bit of thunder and
lightning. It will be fun, and we will see
what we both have to offer for the rest
of the season.”
Duncan and the Panthers will open
OVC play against Murray State at 6:30
p.m. Saturday at O’Brien Field.
Jordan Pottorff can
be reached at 581-2812
or jbpottorff@eiu.edu
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Eastern prepares for conference Hockey club to face
By Anthony Catezone
Assistant Sports Editor

With non-conference play having
ended, the Eastern volleyball team
sits at 3-9 as it prepares for conference play.
The Panthers will look to improve
their 8-12 conference record form
last year, and they will get their first
chance for an Ohio Valley Conference win this weekend as the Panthers host Southeast Missouri (8-6)
at 7 p.m. on Friday in Lantz Arena,
followed by a 1 p.m. match against
Tennessee-Martin (3-9) on Saturday.
Last year in the conference open-

er, Eastern lost to Southeast Missouri in straight sets (25-22, 25-22,
25-22). The Panthers also lost to the
Redhawks on the road in a four-set
battle (9-25, 9-25, 25-22, 15-25).
Junior outside hitter Reynae
Hutchinson said the team has two
major things to work on as they
prepare for conference play. She
said that the squad put on one of
their best performances in their last
match against Penn State to close
out the non-conference schedule, it
is simply about bringing that fire every match.
“It’s that kind of fire that we need
to learn to take into every other

match we play regardless of the opponent,” the team captain said. “I
also think we are still learning we
need to become much more consistent throughout the entire match
and finish as strong as we start.”
Consistency funnels throughout
the entire locker room as something
that the team has their focus on.
Freshman setter/outside hitter Abby Saalfrank said she and the
team want to improve on not only
being consistent from match to
match, but mostly on being consistent from start to finish in each individual match.
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St. Louis in series
By Dominic Renzetti
Staff Reporter

The Eastern hockey club will be in
action this weekend, as the team will
take to the road to go up against St.
Louis University in a two game series.
The first game will be at 7:30 p.m.
on Friday, with the second being at
4 p.m. Saturday, both at the Webster
Groves Ice Arena in St. Louis.
The team is coming off a weekend
of big wins, with the club improv-

ing to 2-0 after beating the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 20-3
and 19-1 in the two game home series.
The Billikens enter the weekend
with an undefeated record of 4-0,
having beaten both Purdue and Illinois State in two game series.
Senior team captain Michael Sorrentino, a kinesiology and sports
studies major, said St. Louis is one
of the best-coached teams the Panthers will face.
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